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About Us
Designability brings together knowledge and
expertise to enhance people’s lives by creating
products that meet the needs of people with
disabilities and health problems.
We are engineering and design experts with
a passion for creating life-changing products,
that redefine the experience and perception of
disability and ageing.
We do this by taking a human-centred approach.
Whether we are developing our own products
or working with other organisations, we know how
to listen and translate needs into workable insights
and person-centred technologies.

Our mission is to get
the right products
to those who need
them, in the most
effective manner

We seek to learn and share our knowledge. Our product development work is supported by detailed
scientific research that helps us understand individual needs and challenges and identify the best
potential solutions.
As a charity, our mission is to get the right products to those who need them, in the most effective
manner. We may do this directly, or by working in partnership with other third sector and
commercial organisations.
To safeguard our mission we spend every penny wisely. This means that we focus and balance our
activities between areas where we have deep expertise – such as dementia and mobility in young
lives; we also seek to identify new problem areas to solve, wherever the need is greatest.
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This is a significant achievement and
testament to the contribution that the
charity has made to so many lives,
particularly through the products we have
designed and taken through to production.
The ultimate impact of our work to date is
immeasurable and impossible to quantify.
Feedback such as, “I cannot put into words
how precious it is to see Noah being able
to experience so much of life with the
help of Wizzy and we have made some
really wonderful memories”, provides our
inspiration. Our mission is clear and there
is huge scope to develop our social
enterprise approach, which successfully
combines voluntary income, alongside the
provision of products to those who most
need them. We are looking forward to
transforming even more lives in the future,
as we build on what has gone before and
and establish new partnerships.
We consistently enjoy support from many
individuals and organisations and I would
like to thank all our donors for their
generosity, our volunteers for the donation
of their time and the Designability team
for their commitment. Finally, I would like
to thank the Board members and our
President Lord Foster of Bath, who freely
give of their time and expertise. Without
all this, we would not be able to deliver the
level of impact that we achieve, year
on year.
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This is Designability’s 50th year! We
estimate that during this time our products
have benefited more than 250,000 people.
This would not have been possible without
the ongoing commitment of our donors
and supporters, and the hard work and
dedication of the Designability staff, both
past and present.
In this special year I have been reflecting on
some of our more recent work. Highlights
have been the significant growth in the
Wizzybug Loan Scheme, our products for
people living with dementia (which have
benefited more than 25,000 people over
the last 3 years), and new research in
digital technologies, such as robotics and
virtual reality, which offer the potential to
enhance and transform the lives of people
living with long-term health conditions
and disabilities.
I believe that our success is due to having
the required resources and the right team
working in the right environment. Our
fundraising team, donors and supporters
provide the foundation for our work – we
are proud that some of these go back 50
years. I am privileged to work with an
inspirational team, who are passionate
about working together to make a
difference for those we serve.

Message from the
Chief Executive,
Professor Nigel Harris
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Our History

Looking to the future - Plans for 2018-19

2018 is our 50th anniversary!
Designability was established as the Bath Institute of
Medical Engineering (BIME) in 1968, as an independent
charity by the renowned inventor and engineer, Bevan
Horstmann, and consultant surgeon, Kenneth LloydWilliams. They wanted to create medical equipment
that would make a difference to people’s lives.
With the support of the University of Bath and the local
health board, they set up the charity with an Executive
Chief Executive, a Projects Committee, and a Board
of Governors, which included our first President, Sir
Barnes Wallis (right).

Our Charitable Objects have remained unchanged since 1968
The advancement of medical education and of engineering research for medical
purposes, the dissemination of the knowledge thereby acquired and the relief of those
in need (by reason of their disability, age or infirmity) by the provision of devices and
equipment to assist in their medical treatment or improve their quality of life.

BIME was first located at St Martin’s
Hospital in Bath. Being placed close to
an NHS hospital meant clinical experts
could be consulted and trials could be
easily organised. In 1987, we moved our
offices to our current base, at the Royal
United Hospital (RUH) in Bath, where we
have been ever since. The RUH is a great
location, providing us with continuing
close working links with clinicians and
opportunities to work with departments
such as the Children’s Centre and the
Older People’s Unit.
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In 2013, we changed the working name of
the charity to Designability. This reflected
the change in the balance of our work
from medical engineering to enabling
and assistive technology and the more
national focus of our work. In June
2017, we officially changed the name
of our registered company from the
Bath Institute of Medical Engineering to
Designability Charity Limited.

Since we began as the Bath Institute
of Medical Engineering 50 years ago,
we have created over 300 products,
improving the lives of more than 250,000
people; from the bottom wiper to the
day clock, from a bespoke wheelchair
baby carrier for a disabled mum to
the Wizzybug powered wheelchair,
which has helped over 500 children
across the world. We’ve also pioneered
research into unmet needs and the
application of new technologies, which
have resulted in new products and
influenced the uptake and new ways of
thinking about technology.

Since we began as
the Bath Institute of
Medical Engineering
50 years ago, we have
created over 300
products, improving
the lives of more
than 250,000 people

Nowadays more people than ever are
living with long-term health conditions.
We want to help people to get more out
of life by developing a greater range of
daily living products; to allow people
to stay safe and well by harnessing the
potential of new digital technologies;
to train and inspire the next generation
of technicians, therapists, engineers
and designers; and to provide even
more children with independence
and happiness through our Wizzybug
Loan Scheme.
To achieve these objectives we need
more space, better workshop facilities
and additional staff. We are proud
that the ACT Foundation has agreed to
work with us to develop a state of the
art, fully accessible building. This will
ensure that we will have the facilities
and space to grow for the next 50 years,
enabling us to help even more people.
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Our Impact at a Glance

Summary of Activities
Designability focuses its activities in three main areas – research, product development and early
years powered mobility. There are also three cross-cutting themes – training, knowledge transfer
and advocacy.

We have sold over

8000

We have created over

We have supported over

products in the
last 50 years!

secondary school,
undergraduate and post
graduate students to learn
more about inclusive design

radios and music players
designed to support those
living with dementia to
continue enjoying music

300

5000

We have lent Wizzybug
wheelchairs to over

We have worked closely
with over

families to offer
independence and fun

users and their carers to
understand their needs

500

We have
successfully led a

£2m
robotics in care
programme
funded by
Innovate UK

2000

Research
Carry out high impact applied
research, with academic and
clinical partners, that may result
in new products or services.

New Product Development

Early Years Powered Mobility

Develop and produce new products
that can improve quality of life
or reduce health problems or
disability.

Working to ensure that early years
powered mobility is available to
all children who might benefit.

Training - inspiring the next generation
Knowledge transfer - influencing and changing
Advocacy - working with and for our
beneficiaries and stakeholders

Our day clock has sold over

10,000

Our bottom wiper
product has sold over

75,000

units and led to the development
of many devices to support those
experiencing time disorientation
due to dementia

We have created
bespoke products
for individual
users which
have included a
wheelchair baby
carrier, shower
trolley and
oxygen cylinder
trolley for a baby
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units over 15 years

Our products are sold in

18

countries worldwide

We are working with older
people to create simple and
effective user interfaces for
autonomous cars

50th Anniversary
2018 is our 50th Anniversary, and as part of our celebrations,
(at the time of writing this report), we had already held
two special events; a House of Lords Reception on the 1st
May 2018, hosted by our President, The Right Honourable
Lord Foster and a celebration in Bath on the 11th July 2018.
The celebration at the Hilton Hotel was attended by HRH The
Earl of Wessex and over 100 staff, supporters and beneficiaries.
Guests were able to view a range of products, including those
that support people living with dementia. Staff showcased
prototypes of new products, such as a dynamic seating system to
help comfortably seat young children living with cerebral palsy
and a new trolley design, the Audre trolley, a great example of
how practical products can also be beautiful.
Chief Executive, Nigel Harris, announced plans for an exciting partnership with the ACT Foundation to provide
a new home for Designability, with new design studios and workshops, which will enable us to help many
more people over the next 50 years.
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Our New Product Development Programme
Over the last 50 years Designability has worked on over 300 new product ideas.
At any time, we have a number of products in various stages of development from
initial concept to market readiness.

Our Early Years Powered Mobility Programme
Designability has provided more disabled pre-school children with independent mobility than any other
centre in the world. Wizzybugs are also exported and provided to children in five other countries via our
authorised distributors. We launched the UK Loan Scheme in 2010 with a donation of £50,000 for 10 Wizzybugs
and celebrated our 500th loan in September 2017.
We reached a fleet size of 367 Wizzybugs active on the Loan Scheme at the end of March 2018, supported
by donations totalling over £500,000 for the year. It is important that we offer the best possible service to
our Wizzybug children and their families. Many families find it difficult to travel to Bath so this year we
established our first outreach base at the William Merritt Disabled Living Centre (www.wmdlc.org) in Leeds,
for families based in the North of the UK. We are now exploring the possibly of a second outreach base in
Northern Ireland, which we would like to launch in early 2019 and, subject to funding, we aim to increase
our fleet to 450 Wizzybugs by March 2019. We estimate there are over 900 children across the UK who might
benefit from independent powered mobility so we still have an opportunity to grow the scheme further.
98.7% of Wizzybug families rate the service as “Excellent” or “Very Good”.

Why is early years powered mobility is so important?

AudreTM Trolley
This product idea came out of the ‘Design Together, Live Better’
citizen-driven health design challenge, run in collaboration with
the West of England Academic Health Science Network. One
attendee, named Audrey, asked for a more desirable and functional
walker trolley. Trolleys are used widely in the home by older people
who have reduced mobility.
Over the last 12 months we have:
• Reviewed the Audre proof of concept prototype with Occupational
and Physiotherapy colleagues
• Confirmed the relevant standards and the physical requirements,
in terms of strength and stability
• Analysed ergonomic and human size data to determine the physical
size and considered options for manufacture of the product
• Sought commercial routes to market

BUDTM Sensory Cushion
Psychological development – Wizzybugs
let children explore their surroundings.
Learning to operate a Wizzybug offers
an opportunity for the child to develop
skills and show off their new abilities!
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“I will never forget the first time
Dexter sat in a Wizzybug. His
little face lit up the moment he
discovered he could take control
and move around on his own!”

Play – Wizzybugs enable children to
have fun and be naughty! Family life can
be more enjoyable and relationships
between siblings can improve.

“I cannot put into words how
precious it is to see Noah being able
to experience so much of life with
the help of Wizzy and we have made
some really wonderful memories.”

Participation – Mobility allows a child to
participate with others and encourages
adults and other children to see the
child as an autonomous individual, to be
included on an equal basis.

“Wizzybug was a game changer
for us…a life changer. Wizzybug
really brings a million smiles on my
child’s face!”

People living with later-stage dementia may experience
restlessness and agitation. Some people find it helpful to use
sensory objects that can be handled and played with, such as
clothing, blankets or handheld toys.
We sought to create a sensory object with mainstream appeal
and desirability. It was inspired by interactions with people
living with dementia and their carers. The BudTM cushion offers a
discovery experience without a challenge and can be explored
from a variety of angles.
Fabric leaves or petals can be peeled back and folded,
rotated, pulled and picked. Different textures provide
auditory and tactile feedback. Rotation of the different
layers encourages comfort by repetitive turning and rustling.
The size and shape of the Bud™ when open is designed to drape
over a lap and when closed is discreet and blends into the home
environment as a cushion.

HRH, The Earl of Wessex and Nina Evans,
Designability’s Research OT, explore the
Bud™ Sensory Cushion

We continue to find that working with commercial partners is generally the best way to make products
available to the maximum number of our beneficiaries across the world.
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The number of people our products have
helped based on numbers sold across the
world as of 31st March 2018
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Product

Category

Wizzybug

Early years mobility – Loan Scheme

367

Wizzybug

Early years mobility – units sold

241

Wheelchair Baby Carrier

Early years mobility

14

Bottom Wiper

Daily living

Visual Reinforcement
Audiometry

Medical diagnostic system

97

Wander Reminder

People living with dementia

451

One Button Analogue Radio

People living with dementia

3,601

One Button Digital Radio

People living with dementia

731

Day Clock

People living with dementia

17,680

Ward Orientation Clock

People living with dementia

127

Simple Music Player

People living with dementia

8,624

Blys Night Light Tray

Daily living

310

Custom Bikes
(Adults and Children)

People with restricted growth

84

Toilet Handles

Children with restricted growth

606

School Chair Footrest

Children with restricted growth

720

Our Research Programme
This year saw the completion of the Innovate UK funded CHIRON project.
This 2-year Designability-led project has created a working demonstrator
of a modular robotic system designed to help people with mobility
problems to live independently. In collaboration with the University of
the West of England, work is continuing on safety, regulatory and training
aspects, with a grant from the Lloyds Register Foundation; additional
funding will be needed to progress this project further. The work has
attracted significant media attention and Designability’s Chief Executive,
Nigel Harris, was invited to give evidence at an All Party Parliamentary
Group on Assistive Technology.

Units sold
There is currently very little research conducted into how technology
and play might combine to facilitate social belonging. The D4D
Disability and Community, ‘Catch me if you can, participating through play’
project is working with families and children with a Wizzybug to explore
how early powered mobility can help to open the world of outdoor play
and support social interactivity and independence for very young children
with disabilities.

78,434
The FLOURISH project is exploring the design requirements of connected
and autonomous vehicles, or driverless cars, for older drivers. With 12
months of the project remaining, we are seeking follow on funding to
allow us to focus more specifically on the needs of drivers with physical
and cognitive disabilities. Keir Haines, our Senior Product Designer was
pleased to be able to present the work at a national meeting of the Road
Safety Trust.

Children born very prematurely or with complications at birth can acquire brain
damage, resulting in dystonia, a condition characterised by powerful uncontrolled
movements. Frequent whole-body spasms can have a profound effect on a child’s
quality of life. Our Dynamic Seating programme aims to enable these children
to move and sit comfortably, while providing the high level of support they need
to hold them securely. We were very pleased to receive ongoing support for a
feasibility study from the Sparks Children’s Charity.

The Dunhill Medical Trust has funded a 3-year research project to
develop and test a prototype personalised prompter to support
everyday multi-step tasks at home for people with dementia.
The final trial has just been completed and we are now looking for
opportunities to use the technology to support people with other types
of cognitive impairment and are exploring opportunities to make the
system available for purchase.
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Educational Work and Advocacy

Finances

We believe it is important that we train and inspire the next generation of engineers, designers and
therapists about our work. For the third year running, we offered a practice placement again to a
first year Occupational Therapy student from the University of the West of England (UWE) within the
Wizzybug team. This experience allows students to gain many of the clinical skills needed to work with
very young disabled children. Our engineering and design team also provided training about humancentred design to students from a number of schools and colleges across Bath and the local area.

Thanks to the generosity of our supporters, Designability maintains a strong financial foundation,
putting us in a sound position to enhance the lives of many more people in the years to come.

In collaboration with the Royal United Hospital, we continue to manage the Memory Technology
Centre within the hospital’s Therapy Centre. This innovative service, funded by St John’s Foundation,
provides information, demonstration and signposting about the various assistive technologies that
are available to support people living with dementia and their families. We have provided individual
appointments to over 200 people this year and have also delivered staff training and community
outreach sessions.

A summary of our finances, including the 2017-2018 Condensed Audited Financial Information can
be found on our website.

Our sources of income

49%
Research grants

39%
Donations

2%
9%
Sales & Royalties
Consultancy services
1%
Other
We seek to spend every penny wisely, ensuring expenditure is focused on the delivery of our charitable
objectives. Only 6% of our income is used to raise funds and our indirect costs only equate to 5% of
overall expenditure.

Our expenditure

76%
Direct -

charitable activities

It is important that we train and inspire the
next generation of engineers, designers and
therapists about our work.
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6%
Cost of

raising funds

13%
Direct -

general activities

5%
Indirect costs
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Thank you
Designability would like to thank the following organisations and individuals for their support
over the last year. We couldn’t do anything without their generosity and support.
A M Fenton Trust
Advance Investments
Alex Timpson Trust
Anthony & Deirdre Montagu Charitable Trust
ARKE
Astor Foundation
Atkin Foundation
Ballinger Charitable Trust
Baron Davenport’s Charity
Barbara Ward Children’s Foundation
Basil Samuel Charitable Trust
Basil Brown Charitable Trust
BANES Chairman’s Charity
Bath Abbey
Beatrice Laing Trust
Benevity
Benham Charitable Settlement
Blundell’s Lodge
Bonhomie United Charity Society
Bothwell Charitable Trust
Brian Shaw Memorial Trust
Brian Mitchell Charitable Settlement
British Humane Association
Broyst Foundation
Bruce Wake Charitable Trust
Burnham-on-Sea Rotary
Calleva Foundation
Casey Trust
Castle Lodge 6688 Benevolent Fund
CBCF Edinburgh
Charles Wolfson Charitable Trust
Charles & Elsie Sykes Trust
Childwick Trust
CHK Charities Ltd
Christopher Rowbotham Charitable Trust
Clara E Burgess Charitable Trust
Constance Travis Charitable Trust
Cotton Trust
D M Thomas Foundation
Dame Violet Wills Will Trust
David King Charitable Trust
David Uri Memorial Trust
De La Rue Charitable Trust
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Dementia Research UK
D M Ellis Charitable Trust
Dolphin Swim School
Dovetail Properties
Dowager Countess Eleanor Peel Trust
Dr A & Mrs G P Darlington Charitable Trust
Dr L H A Pilkington Charitable Trust
Edith Lilian Harrison 2000 Foundation
Elizabeth C Campbell’s Bridge Group
Emery Brothers Ltd
Estate of Ralph Brian Helmsing
Estate of Barbara Margaret Holt
Farrington Golf Club
Garfield Weston Foundation
Geoff & Fiona Squire Foundation
Hadley Trust
Hamilton Wallace Trust
Happy Charitable Trust
Health Bath Ltd
Helen Robertson Charitable Trust
Hendy & Pendle Charitable Trust
Henry James Sayer Trust
Hodge Foundation
Hospital Saturday Fund
In memory of David Jolliffe
Inman Charity Trustees Ltd
J & M Family Foundation
James Tudor Foundation
Joan Wilkinson Trust
Joseph George Fucile Fund
Kentisbeare PCC
Kersfield Developments Ltd
Kobler Trust
Lady Yuen Peng McNeice Charitable
Foundation
Lady Eileen Joseph Foundation
Lady Hind Trust
Larkhall Ladies Circle
Leonard Laity Stoate Charity
Lloyds Bank
Lloyds Bank Foundation
Lynn Foundation
MacCabe Family Foundation

Manor of Newland Lodge 6403
Mason Bibby 1981 Trust
Masonic Charitable Foundation
Maurice Wohl Charitable Foundation
McLay Dementia Trust
Medlock Charitable Trust
Midsomer Norton Schools Partnership
Mumbles Group
Next Holdings Ltd
Nicky & Eileen Barber Charitable Trust
Nina & Roger Stewart Charitable Trust
Oakdale Trust
Open Gate Trust
Pamela Barlow Charitable Trust
Payne-Gallwey Charitable Trust
PF Charitable Trust
Provincial Grand Lodge of Devonshire
Benevolent Fund
QBE Foundation
Quartet Community Foundation
Renishaw plc
Reuben Foundation
Richard Cadbury Charitable Trust
Road Safety Trust
Robert Kiln Charitable Trust
Roper Family Charitable Trust
Savills (UK) Ltd
Scott (Eredine) Charitable Trust
Simplyheath
Sir James Reckitt Charity
Sir Jules Thorn Charitable Trust
Sir James Roll Charitable Trust
Sir Samuel Scott of Yews Trust
Somerset Installed Mark Masters Lodge
Sound Marketing Group
Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc
SRA Architects
St Augustine’s Lodge No 8579
St Clair Consultants Ltd
St John’s Foundation
Stella Symons Charitable Trust
Stone King Foundation
Stroud Vintage Transport & Engine Club
Sydney Buildings Carol Singers
Tendril Trust
Tony & Audrey Watson Charitable Trust
Tula Trust
Volker Laser
Webb Family Charitable Trust

Individuals
A K Clarke
A L K Cadbury
C McNicoll
D Brewer
J D Parker
M Brett
M V Coolican
P Gregory
P R Schroeder
R Jolliffe
S Whiteford
T Ashmore
6 Donors who wished to remain anonymous
Plus 72 donors who donated £200 and under
We also want to thank all our associates,
volunteers and suppliers for their work
and support
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